Phone: 212-757-2780

Bitty City Players

classes@bittycityplayers.com

Bring Bitty City to your Pre-K Program!
At Bitty City Players, we provide a wide variety of classes rooted in
one goal: to educate, inspire, and enrich the whole child through
unique interactive theater and STEM programs.
Students grow as creative thinkers through imaginative selfexpression and exploration, and they grow as community
members through active collaboration with their peers.
Our talented and dynamic staff - including experienced
preschool teachers, occupational therapists, social workers,
and more - is committed to setting the stage for a lifetime of
creative thinking, curiosity, and excitement for learning!

www.bittycityplayers.com

Dramatic Artists

Science Explorers

Introduce your students to the fundamental
principles of theater and improvisation while
building their confidence and social
emotional skills!

Our unique interdisciplinary classes combine
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math) education with dramatic play and
hands-on sensory exploration. Join us and bring
science to life!

We incorporate a range of classic children's
books, art materials, puppets and neutral
props to cultivate creativity through handson connections.
Class themes include
HappySadMadRad,
Puppetpalooza,
Building Stories,
Storybook Theater
and more!

Topics include: H2O,
Move It, Builders and
Shakers, My Five Senses,
Ants on my Plants, and
more!

Sensory Players

Choose from one of our expertdesigned curricula, or request a class
created just for you!

Our sensory learning materials are designed by
an early childhood occupational therapist, and
build on young children’s natural tendency to
touch, taste, smell, & inspect everything they
encounter. We help children learn about the
world around them, while developing cognitive
skills, gross and fine motor skills and more!
Join us On the Farm, At the Beach, Around the
World, and more!

After school classes are 40-60 minutes long can accommodate up
to 16 children per session. We provide instructors and materials.
Contact Caroline at classes@bittycityplayers.com for rates and info.
Ask about our workshops designed for the Universal Pre-K Curriculum!

Contact us today!

